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The game world is connected through a virtual network. Characters will grow in various parallel worlds, and various transacti

on or exchange needs will be generated while growing. NFT just meets the transaction needs of players in the same world or 

even across borders.

We will issue two types of tokens:

               
MTG is the governance token of MetaToys, built on the BEP-20 standard . Holders can participate in 

governance of the DAO by voting, and earn MTG when players play games or contribute to its ecology, and the 

token can be used in all games of MetaToys.

2. y Token 

There are a variety of Economy Tokens in MetaToys that correspond to each game individually and are only 

applicable to the sub-world of the game.Players can get it by participating in the game every day, and 

withdraw economy tokens to their crypto wallets.

1. Governance Token MTG



















      



Economy Token: Pet Coin

Governance Token: MTG
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Sale Round Allocation Unit Price Raised Capital Total Valuation

Seed Round 13,650,000 $0.125 $1,706,250 $26,250,000

Private Sale 21,000,000 $0.25 $5,250,000 $52,500,000

Public Sale 3,150,000 $0.5 $1,575,000 $105,000,000



       





MetaToys plans to achieve co-governance with its DAO, and distribute a portion of the revenue to the DAO to reward 

those who have made outstanding contributions. It also plans to gradually delegate the management power to the DAO 

within 60 months to increase the DAO's voice.

DAO is the community governance mechanism and headquarters organization,and will set up sub-DAOs based on 

different sub-worlds depending on the situation in the future.The current sections mainly include:

 
1.MetaToys DAO Council (proposal and voting);

2.MetaToys DAO Treasury (dividends and staking);

3.MetaToys DAO Official (regular operation);

4.MetaToys DAO Investment Foundation;

5.Sub-DAOs of each game in MetaToys Ecology;



- Work on White Paper

- Beigin designing NFTs   

- Begin building a community

- First game design 

completed

- Website goes live 

- Media matrix goes live

- First NFT assets released

- Begin community activities

- Begin developing the first 

MetaToys game

- Marketplace goes online

- Playable game is 

released

- NFT sales

- First AR  game goes live

- TGE Token and 2nd 

round of NFT assets 

released

- Community tournaments 

begin

- Cooperate with Game 

Guild 

- Expand game 

functionality

- Found the DAO

- New version testing

- NFT land sales

- Reveal other game 

universes and parts of the 

MetaToys to players

- The 2nd game is released   

- Guild system goes online

- Incubate other minigames 

that take place in the same 

game universe



 

https://twitter.com/MetatoysFun                  

https://discord.com/invite/byHXH9RQAT     

https://t.me/metatoysfun2022                       

https://www.metatoys.game/


